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The Verse - Tale: Its Definition, Scope and History 1-27

1. Its definition
2. Its distinguishing characteristics
3. Its origin and scope
4. Its history upto the Victorian Age- a brief survey
5. Its flowering in Tennyson's poetic garden
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The Major Themes of His Verse - Tales 28-76

1. Realistic Themes relating to his own age
2. Themes borrowed from the Middle Ages and Classical antiquity
3. Themes taken from legendary history
4. Themes romantic, imaginative and fanciful
5. Other themes
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The Idylls of the King 77-140

1. A group of medieval and legendary tales
2. Their analysis
3. Their literary and artistic Value
4. Other tales falling in this category
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Social and Political Tales 141-201

2. Their analysis
3. Their thought and emotional content
4. Their literary and artistic Value
5. Their popularity
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Romantic and Imaginative Tales

2. Their analysis
3. Their romantic, imaginative and emotional excellence
4. Their literary, artistic and aesthetic Value
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Tennyson's Art and Technique

1. His handling of themes and plots
2. His use of literary devices
3. His Verse forms
4. His language and diction
5. His Cadence, Rhythm and Music
6. His artistic excellence
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A Summing up
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